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The Scorpion Prize #20
    

      October
	 	 	 	 	 	      the red shift
     	 	 	 	 	 	        you were buried in

               —Peter Yovu

What I really like about this poem is the way the various connotations of the word “shift” cre-
ate an interesting instability, a shifting field of meanings. Taken as a phrase, “red shift” refers 
to the fact that light moves towards the red end of the spectrum when it is traveling away 
from the viewer. This is how astronomers concluded that the universe was expanding, the gal-
axies flying apart from one another. However, following the line “October,” the color red also 
suggests seasonal change or “shift” and falling leaves. So we are then dealing with personal, 



experiential time as well as astronomical time and distance. The third line adds a surprising new 
dimension. 

Now the red shift is something “you” were buried in. It might even be a burial garment. So 
which of these meanings of “red shift” (if any) is to be taken literally and which metaphori-
cally? I have my own idea of that, but why spell it out? What I appreciate is the way the possi-
ble meanings work together and enrich one another. 

          Rae Armantrout

Rae Armantrout was the recipient of  the 2010 Pulitzer  Prize for  Poetry for  her book entitled Versed (Wesleyan 
University Press). The collection also won the 2009 National Book Critics Circle Award. Born in Vallejo, Califor-
nia (1947), she has published nine books of poetry and has also been featured in a number  of major  antholo-
gies. She currently teaches at the University of California, San Diego, where she is Professor  of Poetry and Po-
etics (Wikipedia).
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          half mile down
          the shell blue eye
          of the canary



Patrick Sweeney



hurricane season


the first bite in the apple
missing

 

 

 



hiding places
in what's left of the wind

 
absent friends



Gary Hotham



       blood sounds . . .
       wanting you
       to notice me



Ashley Rodman



        planning his escape
        through the I
        in the sentence



Gregory Hopkins




     hanging up the phone
     still leaves
            february



Ben Moeller-Gaa



     as if something ends
     the jackhammer resumes



Philip Miller



in the garden steel ears for dreams come whistling



Darrell Lindsey



     plum blossom shadows
     upon a white wall:
     yesterday's wind



Mike Dillon



     Watching butterflies
     The two sides
     Of my brain



Jack Galmitz



         Osiris
         reconstructed
         buttercups



Peggy Willis Lyles



slain on the altar of my immaturity yet loved by the gods



for advanced startup options a row of yellow tulips



when preparation meets opportunity prairie blazing star



under your wing the face of the glacier

 



Lee Gurga



        the life
        beating through me
        winter skulls



drawing a breath of stars no longer alone



Cora Whitmore



dark star in the ultrasound image her tiny fist



Lorin Ford



      dying off like
      the dialect of
      Mother Goose



Eve Luckring



canyon
replies from the

afterlife 



George Swede



  

           rain swept off
      the roiling lake
         i murdered a nap



William M. Ramsey



an ad for a device that allows one to “touch truth”



a delay in large leaves



          absence
          of metaphor

          in air
          in the

          bones
          of birds



all the wrong notes granting bones life 



Philip Rowland

  



       seems to know
       what I'm made of
       the taxidermist's eye



fire all at once I never had a future



       between seasons 
       only 
       reality shows



that we could flower where the earth is so



Peter Yovu



           

                                                      



 

        Insects awaken 
        a dirt path 
        in the city 



The Immeasurable Life Sutra with plastic spoons
 



         Those lines 
         like a bouncer 
         at the door of April
 
 
 



Paul Pfleuger,Jr.



a koi pond filling up with a whale’s subconsciousness



     could be a siren
        that
            feeds on
            tadpoles



     just over this hill
                   an ocean
                                      with a broken fence



ScottMetz





The Way of  One
By Jim Kacian

The Japanese, almost without exception, write their haiku in a single vertical line. 

The consequence of  such practice is considerably different from what has become the 
standard form in western haiku—three lines creates its own set of  expectations and tim-
ings.

In my efforts to regain something of  what is attained by the original Japanese practice, I 
have discovered some effects that, for a variety of  reasons, are not available in Japanese.

To make my findings public (I am, as Ezra Pound insists serious poets do, taking “the risk 
of  printing the results of  [my] own personal inspection”), I have written a short book 
(though not a book in one line, as perhaps my critics would prefer) on the topic.

This chapbook focuses on three of  the more interesting effects to be found in one-line 
English haiku, which I tentatively term “one line–one thought”, “speedrush” and “multi-
stops”.



Of  course there are other effects, and the use of  one does not preclude the use of  others 
in any given poem.

Many of  the poems I provide as examples are indeed not so simple as to be classified even 
within my own system.

In this online synopsis of  that book, I include a few new examples, but none of  the poems 
from the print volume.

This is because that book seeks to persuade as a book of  poems, as well as a primer in this 
technique, and must be taken whole.

This version, on the other hand, hopes to whet your appetite, to think more deeply on the 
topic at hand, and perhaps to seek out that other book.

In any case, I hope my study will prove a stimulus to other poets for further experimenta-
tion.

***



One way the English-language one-liner achieves its affect is through “one-line 
one-thought”. 

Rather than a piling up of  images upon the imagination (phanopoeia—Pound again), a sin-
gle image is extended or elaborated into a second context, stated or implied. 

Think of  the scene near the end of  2001: A Space Odyssey where the ship is hurtling 
through the atmosphere of  some unknown planet: the astronaut is a single image, but the 
context around him is changing all the time—that's the kind of  effect we get from one-
line, one thought, Kubrickian rather than Poundian.

	 riffing on Wittgenstein one train hides another

 the endless loop of  the men’s room towel this morning

	 the whirr of  the hummingbird all i could see

***



A second way one-line haiku work in English is through sheer speed.

The rushing of  words past the imagination’s editor results in a breathless taking in of  the 
whole, only after which the unexpected “sense” contained within the imagery asserts it-
self.

The pivot of  a poem might occur in the first word, but having met it so early in the read-
ing the reader can hardly be blamed for not recognizing it as such. 

And another might work in exactly the opposite way, postponing its pivot for the last line, 
and then asking the reader to decide how to read it. 

	 after the moth the flame

	 the end before the end September rain

	 in the glass of  cheap red sun



***

A third way western languages can exploit the one-line haiku to novel effect is through the 
use of  multiple kire, or cutting words.

Certain critics, such as Hasugawa Kai, feel that kire is the most critical poetic technique 
exploited by haiku.

The advantage of  one-line poems in English is that any of  several stops can be made by 
the reader, even a different stop or stops each time through.

Multiple stops yield subtle, rich, often ambiguous texts which generate  alternative read-
ings, and subsequent variable meanings. 

Each poem can be several poems, and the more the different readings cohere and rein-
force each other, the larger the field occupied by the poem, the greater its weight in the 
mind.

	 subverting itself  October snow



	 iron stains the roadkill of  the godless month

	 walking among old stone cattle out in the rain

***

This is not advocacy for the one-line technique for all English-language haiku.

The needs of  each poem must be determined individually, and those needs met.

However, the one-line technique offers some very cogent reasons to consider it in the right 
circumstances.

	 after millions of  floating-point operations a tomato i grew myself

And what techniques would you say are at work in poems such as these?



	 in heavy fog light as particle and wave

	 mulling it over the legs of  the brandy

	 the raised napes of  wolf  and I to I

***

Thank you for playing.



           

                                                      



             

 
     A Brief  Interview 
              with Alain Kervern
            by Paul Pfleuger, Jr.
            (translated by Michael Healy)

   

PP: There are few English translations of  your haiku, so, first off, could you give us a brief  introduction 
of  yourself?

AK: Who am I? A detailed answer to that may be found in the bio I’ve sent you (PP—It 
appears below).



PP: How did you become interested, and when did you begin writing haiku? Who were your first influ-
ences? 

AK:Why did I start writing haiku? After translating so many of them (from Japanese into 
French or Breton), I eventually soaked up the spirit and rhythm of this type of poetry, and 
I started writing them almost inadvertently. I had never written poetry before that. 

PP: As I just mentioned, there are few English translations of your poetry. Some online sites of note where 
some of your work may be found are Serge Tomé’s temps libres (free times), the World Haiku Associa-
tion’s (bio page) site and Ban’ya Natsuishi’s Ginyu website (Ginyu Haiku Prize 2004 page), but beyond 
that very little is available in English. Have you been approached by anyone interested in translating any-
thing into English, and if  so, do you have any plans to reach the English-language readership? 

Getting translated into English? It’s an ambition of mine to open up my work to other 
languages, in order to have fruitful exchanges. That's why I took part in all those symposia 
until 2005. Being translated into English would be a fantastic adventure! 

PP: Could you talk about contemporary French haiku, its directions and developments?

AK: I don’t get involved in discussions on French haiku, which is still in its infancy despite 
having a long history (Paul Louis Couchoud, Julien Vaucance, René Maublanc, [Paul] 



Claudel, etc.). The level of the discussions I saw was of no interest to me so I am afraid I 
will not be able to satisfy your curiosity here in a complete way, because I am not at all a 
representative of a so-called "French haiku"! My main interest is in the Japanese 
haiku, and above all in the poetic saijiki as a cultural and social phenomenon in Japanese 
society, which reveals an original dialectic between culture and nature in this country. 
Haiku in French or Breton are just a personal tool to express intimate feelings. As I have 
said, in the two chapters of my next essay about "haiku abroad", there are detailed an-
swers to questions of  this nature. 

PP:  Which contemporary haiku poets do you feel an affinity with? Could you tell us why?

AK: That’s a difficult question. In French: Thierry Casals, Pierre Tanguy, Jacques Poul-
laouec. In Breton, Rozenn Milin (very gifted).

PP: As you may be aware of, a growing number of contemporary English-language haiku poets are inte-
grating contemporary Japanese sensibilities and stylistic techniques into their poems while at the same time 
avoiding mere imitation, making use of our language’s poetics, semantic suggestions, nuances, etc. A great 
deal of  experimental haiku is being published recently, as well. What are your thoughts on this?

AK: What little I can tell you is in a French essay that I am going to publish this fall 
[Translator’s note: à la rentrée refers to the time when everyone goes back to school, back 



to work, etc, after the August vacation—it's also a big time in publishing.] entitled "Why 
do non-Japanese poets write haiku?” There are so many misunderstandings about this 
kind of poem and it provides some answers to questions about this universal literary phe-
nomenon could be of some interest for your readers. The best way to answer these ques-
tions would be to give you two chapters from this essay. But I have to admit that I don’t 
really know the evolution of  the haiku in English-speaking countries. 

PP: Could you talk some about your process as a haiku poet?

AK: I started to write haiku on my own under the influence of working as a translator of 
Japanese haiku, which I have been doing for the past thirty years. Since I had translated 
large sections into French from the “Great Almanac of Japanese Poetry (Nihon daïsaïjiki 
Kodansha), I obviously translated hundreds of haiku by the great Japanese authors 
(Masaoka Shiki, Iida Dakotsu, Takahama Kyoshi, Maeda Fura, Awano Seïho). This in-
fluence was definitely at the origin of  my own compositions.

PP: You’ve published several collections. I know this might be a bit difficult to answer, but which of 
your collections would you recommend for those who can read French and have not yet read your haiku? 
Do you feel this title is most representative of your work? Could you include some poems and talk some 
about them?



AK: Each haiku collection is the expression of a unique experience, so how can you 
choose? Perhaps “Comment imaginer un temps sans océan?” “How can you imagine a time 
without an ocean?” (Folle Avoine Bédée publishers, (Brittany) 1999). The book was a col-
laboration between an oceanographer, specializing in marine biology, a painter, and my-
self. Its theme was the dangers of polluting the seas, unfortunately a current one with the 
disaster hitting the shores of  Louisiana right now.

The following are some haiku from my first collection, “Les portes du monde,” translated 
into English by the late James Kirkup. They were written during a trip to the Holy Land 
in 2007. 

  PALESTINE, été 2007     PALESTINE, summer 2007

	 	 check-point	 	 	 	 	 	 check-point
  un car d’enfants bloqué    a busload of  children blocked
  le chien seul est en règle    only the dog in order

  « peace be with you ! »    « peace be with you ! »
	 	 nous dit le Mur	 	 	 	 	 says the Wall
  coiffé de barbelés     capped with barbed wire



	 	 six heures du matin		 	 	 	 six in the morning
	 	 au-dessus de Nazareth	 	 	 	 above Nazareth
	 	 un envol de tourterelles	 	 	 	 turtledoves in flight

	 	 parasols crasseux	 	 	 	 	 filthy beach umbrellas
	 	 odeurs de fuel	 	 	 	 	 	 the smell of  fuel oil
  sur la grève où Jésus prêcha   on the shore where Jesus preached

  matin d’été      summer morning
	 	 le Monts des Oliviers	 	 	 	 the Mount of  Olives
  derrière les barreaux    behind bars

	 	 la violence du desert	 	 	 	 the violence of  the desert
  un feu qui libère     a fire liberating us
	 	 du mensonge et de la faim	 	 	 from lies and starvation



	 	 les poivriers du Mont Thabor		 	 pepper plants on Mount Thabor
  agités       quivering
  par l’attente de grandes choses  in expectation of  big things to come

  Jérusalem de miel et d’or   Jerusalem honey and gold
	 	 au bout de chaque ruelle		 	 	 at the end of  each street
	 	 la raideur grise du Mur	 	 	 	 the grey abruptness of  the Wall

Théophanie de Brest, la cité dragon (Theophanies of  Brest, the dragon city), is the first part of  my 
first collection of  haiku entitled "Les Portes du Monde". 

           Théophanies de Brest, la cité dragon          Theophanies of  Brest, the dragon city 

	 	 Il pleut noir	 	 	 	 	 	 Slack rain
  les ombres s’accroupissent   shadows crouching
  au fond de l’aube     in the pit of  dawn



	 	 A chaque pas	 	 	 	 	 	 At each step
  un pilône       a pylon
	 	 blesse la lune	 	 	 	 	 	 swipes the moon

  Les lampadaires s’allument   The street lamps
  à voix basse      come on softly
  la marée monte     the tide is rising

	 	 Du fond des rues 	 	 	 	 	 At the end of  the streets
  la Voie Lactée regagne    the Milky Way
	 	 la surface		 	 	 	 	 	 surfaces again

  Eclaboussures aux fenêtres   Bloodstained windows
	 	 le couchant	 	 	 	 	 	 the sunset
  dévore ses enfants     devouring its children



  Pibroc’h       Pibroch
	 	 seule entaille	 	 	 	 	 	 the sole dent
  de l’éclipse      in the eclipse

  A l’arrête des toits     The roof  ridges
  l’arc-en-ciel      the rainbow’s
  les doigts coupés     trapped fingers

	 	 Au point de fuite	 	 	 	 	 Where the sun rises
	 	 du levant	 	 	 	 	 	 	 vanishing point
  les enfances d’un merle    of  blackbird childhood

	 	 Draps blancs	 	 	 	 	 	 White cloths
  jetés sur la ville     cast upon the city
  soleil d’hiver      winter sun



	 	 Entre deux grues	 	 	 	 	 Between two cranes 
	 	 les heures font pivoter	 	 	 	 the hours make the sky
	 	 le ciel sur ses gonds	 	 	 	 	 turn on its hinges

	 	 Il tient le port 		 	 	 	 	 He holds the harbour
	 	 au bout de ses ailes	 	 	 	 	 by the tips of  his wings
  le goéland sacre des tempêtes   storm-crowning gull

	 	 Contre la digue	 	 	 	 	 Against the sea wall
  l’océan       the ocean
  les reins brisés      broken-backed

( "Les portes du monde" edition Folle Avoine, Bédée 1992)

Selected haiku by Alain Kervern  
Translated by James Kirkup



PP: What is your latest collection of  haiku? Could you tell us a little about it?

AK: “Ce grand vent ira-t-il plus loin que le matin?” is my latest collection of haiku, a per-
sonal collection of haiku, which proves that any subject can be dealt with in this manner. 
This publication has nothing to do with my work as a researcher and translator. The title 
of my latest book comes from a line in “The Book of the Way and its Virtue” by Lao Tsu: 
“Will this great wind go further than the morning?” It tells the story of a town that redis-
covers that it’s a port after a long period of amnesia. It is also the story of a young man 
who rediscovers his lust for life one morning when he sets sail on a boat to fish for crabs in 
the Raz de Sein (Brittany). What is the common thread between these two fates? It’s the 
sea, where all things have their origins. My main interest is for the Japanese haiku, and 
above all for the poetic almanac (saïjiki), as a cultural and social phenomenon in the 
Japanese society, which reveals an original dialectic between culture and nature in this 
country.

PP:  Assembling a saijiki is some undertaking. Did the saijiki include seasonal topics and words pertaining 
to French culture? 

AK: Japanism, the Japanese obsession in France and Europe, shaped the Art Nouveau style 
of the late 19th century, but Japanese literature did not benefit from this extraordinary in-
fatuation. Painters such as Manet, Van Gogh, and Toulouse-Lautrec were enthusiastic for 
the vision of the world as found in Japanese prints. On the other hand, there are no nov-



elists or poets who could be said to have drawn their inspiration from Japanese literature, 
except on a very anecdotal level. Edmond de Goncourt, a great collector of art objects 
from Japan, only said of poetry that it was impossible to render the delicateness of a 
Japanese poem. While it was easy for a painter to adopt the visual styles of Japanese 
prints, it was impossible for a writer to do the same with haiku, which is rigorously codi-
fied beneath its apparent simplicity. Haiku themes? The literature of the time was a mil-
lion miles away from haiku! As for haiku’s compact form, it could not seduce a public that 
wanted novels! 
 
In France, it would take until the eve of World War I and the decline of naturalism in lit-
erature to finally tackle the poetry of Japan. It was less well-known men like Paul Claudel, 
who was French Consul in the Far East at the time, who would help spread haiku, and 
others such as Paul Louis Couchoud, or Michel Revlon, who translated into French the 
Japanese Literary Anthology by British author B. H. Chamberlain.  Also, there was Julien Vo-
cance, who tried in 1915 to compose haiku whose audacity came from owing nothing to 
the rather soppy poetic imagery that was then associated with Japanese haiku. Nature, for 
Julien Vocance in his ‘Cent visions de guerre’ (‘One hundred visions of war’) would hence-
forth be the shell craters, stripped trees, lice, and vermin in the filthy uniform of a poilu, or 
French soldier, in the trenches.
    
Today, haiku is considered in France as a minor genre of no great interest. The little con-
sideration the publishing world has for publishing haiku in French is very revealing in this 
situation. An example? The difficulties that David G. Lanoe, a U.S. professor specializing 



in haiku and the poet Issa, had in finding a publisher in France for the French translation 
of his book, Haiku Guy.  Discussions on haiku, when there are any, always revolve around 
the same questions: is it necessary to follow the Japanese model? What sources of inspira-
tion? Is it literature or a relaxing, leisure activity?

PP: Sounds like it was a translation project.  How did you go about choosing haiku with each entry and 
could you tell us some about what went into putting that together?

AK: The Japanese poetry almanac (Nihon daisaijiki, Kodansha 1982) that I translated from 
Japanese into French is an enormous five volume set, one volume per season, plus “the 
fifth season,” i.e., the New Year. Each volume corresponds to a season divided into seven 
parts: “Throughout the season”; “The sky and its humors”; “Ricefields, islands, and 
mountains"; “Festivals and ceremonies”; “Men's daily lives”; “Animals,” and “Plants.” For 
this work (twenty years of translating) I received a translator’s stipend from the Ministry of 
Culture and a research stipend from the Foreign Affairs Ministry. The selection of haiku 
that illustrated each “seasonal word” (kigo) was based on the exemplary value of the 
poem, or the fame of the Japanese poet. So it was an endeavor aimed at getting the Japa-
nese poetry almanac out to a French-speaking public, in particular to people interested in 
poetry in general, be it haiku, or in Japanese culture. The goal of this popularization work 
was to provide the French-speaking public with a witness to the Japanese sensitivity which 
is unique in the world! The Japanese poetry almanac, a rich literary tradition dating back 



four centuries, is a key piece of evidence of the poetic specificity of the Japanese archipel-
ago.

PP: Are you interested in compiling a saijiki specific to France ? 

AK: Creating a poetry almanac in French? If that means creating a reference document 
of seasonal words for writing haiku in French then that seems absurd to me.  The ap-
proach to poetic creation in Europe is profoundly individual, and a document of that type 
would make no sense. On the other hand, taking inspiration from the encyclopedic nature 
of this type of book to celebrate the seasons of a country along the lines of what Jane 
Reichold did with her Dictionary of Haiku (AHA Books, Gualala 1992), is an adventure rich 
with novelty, surprises, and promise.

PP: You had mentioned to me before that you had a fruitful correspondence and exchange of information 
and ideas with the late William J. Higginson on the topic of  saijiki. Could you tell us about that? 

AK: My letter-writing correspondence (in those days, there were no computers or email 
addresses) with William J. Higginson evolved around my work translating Japanese saijiki. 
I knew that he planned to build one on a worldwide basis, which was published in 1996 
by Kodansha publishing under the title Haiku World: An International Poetry Almanac. I regret 
that in his work, The Haiku Seasons : Poetry of the Natural World, his presentation of my first 



saijiki translations (page 125), was incomplete, since the other books in the collection, i.e., 
autumn, winter, and New Year’s, were published after the release of his international po-
etry almanac. I also sent him my study on Basho (‘Basho and Haiku’, Bertrand-Lacoste 
publishers, Paris, 1995), and he had especially appreciated my definition of “haibun” as 
“haiku in relief.” I admired him for his pedagogical desire to spread knowledge of haiku 
through practice, particularly through his great book, The Haiku Handbook. I am proud he 
dedicated this well-known book to me: “For Alain Kervern, another carrier of haiku to 
the West, best wishes, Bill Higginson.” But since I am not American, my method is less 
pragmatic, more academic.  However, with other methods, which are also “permanent 
popular education” methods, we are going after the same goal. But there are many pit-
falls!

PP: Could you share with us some of  your latest haiku? 

AK: With this handful of haiku on the coast of my land, Brittany, allow me to quote the 
late, great painter Yasse Tabuchi, whose essay I translated into French under the title 
“This Great Luminous Void.” He had a great influence on the haiku that I am able to 
write. Here is one phrase of his: “How much longer can the universe resist the force of its 
own vacuity?”



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the world escapes us
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 like so many horizons
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 carried off  by the sea

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 furies of  the equinox
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the viscera of  the shallows
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 cast out on the shore

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 from the infinity of  the night
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 scraps
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 cling to the rocks



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 revelation of  the clouds
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 stupor
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 of  the bare sun

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 tidal wave
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 hardly a face
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 just a scream

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 surprised in the trash
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the rat takes off
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 and becomes a gull once more



	 	 	 	 	 	 	 caught up in the sea weed
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 with a bit of  blood
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the harvest moon

PP: Thanks for sharing these and taking the time to do this interview with us, Alain. We appreciate it.

AK: Thank you, Paul. 

BIO:

Alain Kervern was born in 1945. Graduated from the “Ecole Nationale des Langues Ori-
entales”, then got a Master of Japanese Literature from Paris VII University. Currently he 
is teaching Japanese language and culture at the West Brittany University. He worked as 
co-director of World Haiku Association (from 2002 to 2005). He lives in Brest, Brittany 
(France). He published several books, essays  and translations about haiku, above-all “Le 



grand Almanach Poétique Japonais” (Nihondaïsaïjiki) (5 books) (1990- 1994), “Bashô et le 
haïku” (1995), “Ôzaki Hôsaï” (1992). Many haiku collections: “ Les Portes du Monde” 
(1992), “Le livre des âmes abandonnées” (1997) with the painter Yasse Tabuchi, " Tro 
Breizh, en notre faim notre commencement" ( 2001), “Terre des commencements” 
(2004),  co-authored “Comment imaginer un temps sans océan?” (1999), with the painter 
Nicolas Fedorenko, etc…
	
He won the Traditional Song Prize at the Panceltic Festival of Killarney (Ireland) (1985). 
Invited as a panelist at Matsuyama, Japan (1990), Constanza, in Romania, (1992), Lan-
dau, in Germany (1993), Calais (France) and Fokestone (England) (1997), London & Tol-
min (Slovenia) (2000), and as panelist as well at the Modern Haiku Association’s First In-
ternational Contemporary Haiku in Tôkyô (1999), for the 2nd World Haiku Association 
Conference Symposium at Tenri, Japan, (2003), and for the third one in Sofia (Bulgaria) 
in July 2005. Regular contributor to the Brittany's literary review Hopala! (from 1999 to 
2004), and to the international journal Ginyû (from 1998 to 2005).

Translator:

Michael Healy is a professional French translator with a Bachelor of Arts in French Lan-
guage and Literature from SUNY College at Buffalo and a Master of Arts in French 
Translation from Monterey Institute of International Studies. He lives and works in 
Chico, CA.
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